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Abstract 
 
The goal of this thesis is to provide a literature review on methods for searching of LTR 
retrotransposons in the human genome. The thesis characterizes the potential problems related 
to a given topic and provides implementation of novel suitable searching algorithm. The result 
of algorithms containing all found LTRs were statistically compared with several existing 
tools for de novo identification of retroelements.  
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Abstrakt  
 
Cílem této práce je zpracování literární rešerše na téma vyhledávání LTR retrotranspozonů v 
lidském genomu. Práce popisuje možné problémy spojedné s danou tématikou a obsahuje 
implementaci nového vhodného algoritmu pro vyhledávání. Výsledky tohoto algoritmu, 
obsahující všechny nalezené LTRs byly statisticky porovnány s existujícími algoritmy pro 
vyhledávání nových retroelementů. 
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Introduction 
Human LTR elements are endogenous retroviruses which account for ~8% of the human 
genome. Now most human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs) are traces of viruses, which 
have been integrated millions of years ago. However, HERVs and solitary LTR 
retrotransposons, not involved in the direct biological processes, may act as additional 
transcription apparatuses of genes by reactivation in generations or individuals. De novo 
approaches of searching retrotransposons in the human genome may later lead to finding new 
retroelements responsible for the cellular biological processes in the causes of which people 
have not understood at this time. 
In the beginning of this bachelor thesis, there will be discussed the foundation of genetics 
as well as the fundamental families of transposable elements will be introduced.  
The second part of the thesis will describe one of the families of retrotransposons (mobile 
genetic elements) - LTR retroelements, their structure and possible involvement in human 
pathogenesis.  
In the next part of the thesis, there will be represented several existing algorithms for de 
novo searching of these elements. Their benefits and limitations will be discussed. 
The main result of this work will be design and implementation of de novo algorithm to 
search for LTR elements, which takes aim on the structure of the required elements, their 
relative positions and their implements to certain families. To determine the quality of the 
algorithm, the result will be compared with results, which has been taken from another 
approaches for LTR identifications and reference databases. At the end of the thesis, there 
will be provided the evaluation of the identification using UCSC genome browser UCSC. 
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1 Theoretical background 
1.1 Genetics 
Since 1953, when Watson and Crick has discovered and deciphered the structure of DNA, 
started a new era of genetics, a lot of research areas was manifested. For example, molecular 
genetics, which reveals the chemical nature of heredity, or genetic engineering, dealing with 
genetic manipulation and introducing them to other organisms, or population genetics, 
archaeogenetics and many others. Also appeared direction, now representing the field of 
medicine, which identifies, examines and treats hereditary diseases - a medical genetics. 
Big breakthrough of medical genetics is the possibility of sequencing the genome of an 
individual. This becomes possible by using the development of high-performance sequencing. 
The cost of genome sequencing is decreasing every year by an exponential scale, which 
provides opportunities of personal genomics for more people [23]. 
Given all of this, research in the field of genetics got a large value. Carried out a 
number of projects which aimed on studying of the human genome, such as The International 
HapMap Project or 1000 Genomes Project. Such projects are a key resource for researchers to 
find genetic mutations which are affecting health, and subsequently to consider options for 
their treatment [24]. 
1.2 Transposable elements 
Transposable elements (TEs), also known as transposons or "jumping genes", are discrete 
pieces of DNA sequence that can move in the genome from one location to another. 
Transposons represent one of types of mobile genetic elements. TEs are allocated to one of 
two classes, depending on their mechanism of transposition. 
1.2.1 CLASS I (retrotransposons) 
Retrotransposons - are mobile genetic elements that use the method of "copy and paste" for 
propagation in the genome of animals. At least 45% of the human genome is retrotransposons 
and their derivatives (FIG 1.2). The characteristics of retrotransposons are very similar to 
retroviruses. 
See the next chapter for more details. 
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1.2.2 CLASS II (DNA transposons) 
DNA transposons to move inside genome use method "cut and paste" due to the complex 
enzyme called transposase [1]. Information on the amino acid sequence of the protein 
encoded transposase to the transposon sequences. Further, this piece of DNA may contain 
others related to transposon sequence, such genes or their parts. Most DNA transposons have 
partial sequence. These transposons are not autonomous and move around in the genome due 
to the transposase, which is encoded by another, complete DNA transposon. 
On the ends of the DNA-transposon regions there are located inverted repeats that are 
specific transposase recognition sites, thereby distinguishing it from the rest of the genome. 
Transposase is capable of doing double-stranded DNA sections, cut and paste into the target 
DNA transposon [13]. 
Different types of transposable elements use variety mechanisms for their evolutionary 
survival. LINEs and SINEs rely on vertical transmission within the host genome. DNA 
transposons are more disorderly, requiring relatively frequent horizontal transfer. LTR 
retrotransposons use both of previous type of transfer [2]. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2-1 The transposable element content of the human genome 
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1.3 Retrotransposons 
Retrotransposons usually consist of three sub-types (FIG 1.3-1): 
 LINEs(L1): encode reverse transcriptase, and are transcribed by RNA polymerase II 
 SINEs(Alu): transcribed by RNA polymerase III  
 LTRs (TEs with long terminal repeats): encode reverse transcriptase, similar to 
retroviruses 
 
 
Figure 1.3-1 Classes of interspersed repeat in the human genome 
1.3.1 LINEs (Long INterspersed Elements) 
One of the most ancient element in eukaryotic genomes. These transposons are about 6 kb 
long (FIG 1.3-1), encode two ORF and contain an internal polymerase II promoter. After 
translation, a LINE RNA assembles with its own encoded proteins and moves to the nucleus. 
An endonuclease activity makes a single-stranded nick and the reverse transcriptase uses the 
nicked DNA to prime reverse transcription from the 3′ end of the LINE RNA [15]. The LINE 
machinery is probably responsible for most reverse transcription in the genome, including the 
creation of processed pseudogenes and the retrotransposition of the non-autonomous SINEs. 
There are three LINE families that have been found in the human genome: LINE1, LINE2 
and LINE3, of which LINE1 is still active [2]. 
1.3.2 SINEs (Short INterspersed Elements) 
Because of SINEs are non-autonomous they require the presence of LINE elements to move. 
They are short (about 100–300 bp (FIG 1.3-1)), contain an internal polymerase III promoter 
and encode no proteins. Indeed, most SINEs ‘live’ by sharing the 3′ end with a resident LINE 
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element. The promoter regions of all known SINEs are derived from tRNA sequences, with 
the exception of a single monophyletic family derived from the signal recognition particle 
component 7SL. This family includes the only active SINE in the human genome: the Alu 
element. The human genome contains three distinct monophyletic families of SINEs: the 
active Alu, and the inactive MIR and Ther2/MIR3 [2]. 
1.3.3 LTR retrotransposons 
LTR retrotransposons are surrounded by long terminal repeats that contain all of the 
necessary transcriptional regulatory elements. Exogenous retroviruses seem to have arisen 
from endogenous retrotransposons by obtaining of a cellular envelope gene (env). 
Transposition takes place through the retroviral mechanism with reverse transcription. 
Although a variety of LTR retrotransposons exist, only the vertebrate-specific endogenous 
retroviruses (ERVs) appear to have been active in the mammalian genome. Mammalian 
retroviruses fall into three classes (I–III), each comprising many families with independent 
origins [2]. 
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2 LTR retrotransposons 
2.1 LTR retroelements families 
LTR retrotransposons are divided into three subclasses (FIG. 2.1-1): 
 Ty1-copia-like (Pseudoviridae) 
 Ty3-gypsy-like (Metaviridae) 
 Endogenous retroviruses (ERV) 
 
 
Figure 2.1-1 Genomic organization of different types of LTR retrotransposons. [12]. 
2.1.1 Ty1/Copia 
The Ty1/Copia represents one of the most important families of LTR retroelements in 
eukaryotes. Representation of Ty1/Copia LTR retroelements in the genomes of animals, 
fungi, plants, algae and several protists suggests that the ancestors of this family probably co-
existed with the ancestors of Ty3/Gypsy LTR retroelements before the split between plants 
and unikonts [12]. 
Genomic structure (FIG 2.1-2): 
 A 5' long terminal repeat (LTR) of 100-1300 nt. 
 A non-coding region that corresponds to the first portion of the retrotranscribed 
genome. 
 A Primer Binding Site (PBS) of 18 nt. 
 Open Reading Frames (ORFs) for gag, pol, (and env in retroviruses) genes. 
 A small region of ~10 A/G "Polypurine Tract" (PPT). 
 A 3' long terminal repeat (LTR) of 100-1300 nt 
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Ty1/Copia elements differ from other type of LTR retroelements in the position of 
integrase (INT) domain within pol polyprotein. While Bel/Pao, Retroviridae LTR 
retroelements show the INT at the C-terminus of pol (after RNase H), Ty1/Copia elements 
present INT N-terminal to the reverse transcriptase [12]. 
 
 
Figure 2.1-2 Genomic organization of Ty1/Copia, Ty3/Gypsy and Bel/Pao. [12]. 
2.1.2 Ty3/Gypsy 
Ty3/Gypsy LTR retroelements constitute a family of LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses 
widely distributed in plants, fungi and animals. They are providing a basis for understanding 
the evolutionary history of the LTR retroelement system. In fact, the main difference between 
a retrovirus and a LTR retrotransposon is that the retrovirus has an additional Open Reading 
Frame coding for an envelope (env) polyprotein necessary for transferring retroviruses cell-to-
cell [12]. 
Genomic structure (FIG 2.1-2): 
 A 5' long terminal repeat (LTR) of 100-2000 nt. 
 A non-coding region of 75-250 nt. 
 A Primer Binding Site (PBS) of 18 nt. 
 Open Reading Frames (ORFs) for gag, pol, (and env in retroviruses) genes. 
 A small region of ~10 A/G "Polypurine Tract" (PPT). 
 A 3' long terminal repeat (LTR) of 100-2000 nt 
2.1.3 Bel/Pao 
Bel/Pao LTR retroelements form a family of LTR retrotransposons and retroviruses described 
to date only in multicellular genomes. 
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Similarly to the Retroviridae and the Ty3/Gypsy, Bel/Pao LTR retroelements normally 
show a gag-pol genome (GAG-PR-RT-RH-INT) plus env (in the case of retroviruses) of 
variable size (between 4 and 10 Kb), surrounded by LIARs [12]. 
Genomic structure (FIG 2.1-2): 
 A 5' long terminal repeat (LTR) of 100-900 nt. 
 A non-coding region of variable size. 
 A Primer Binding Site (PBS) of 18 nt. 
 Open Reading Frames (ORFs) for gag, pol, (and env in retroviruses) genes. 
 A small region of ~10 A/G "Polypurine Tract" (PPT). 
 A 3' long terminal repeat (LTR) of 100-900 nt. 
2.1.4 Retroviridae 
Vertebrate retroviruses (Retroviridae) are restricted to vertebrate animals. They are viral 
particles that reverse transcribe their RNA genome into a double stranded DNA copy that is 
inserted into the infected host cell genome [12]. 
Retroviridae originally received attention when infectious representatives were 
characterized in humans. The Retroviridae display a gag-pol structure similar to that 
presented by Ty3/Gypsy LTR retroelements; the absence or presence of an env gene is the 
main difference between a Ty3/Gypsy LTR retrotransposon and a potential Ty3/Gypsy or 
Retroviridae simple retrovirus [12]. 
Genomic structure (FIG 2.1-3): 
 A 5'direct repeat (R) of 18-250 nt. 
 A non-coding region of 75-250 nt (U5). 
 A Primer Binding Site (PBS) of 18 nt. 
 Open Reading Frames (ORFs) for gag, pol, and env genes and other accessory genes. 
 A small region of ~10 A/G "Polypurine Tract" (PPT). 
 A non-coding zone of 200-1.200 nt (U3). 
 A 3'direct repeat (R) of 18-250 nt. 
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Figure 2.1-3 Genomic organization of Retroviridae [12] 
 
Additional information 
The gag gene codifies for a gag polyprotein containing the matrix (MA), capsid (CA) and the 
nucleocapsid (NC) domains. 
The pol gene codifies for a pol polyprotein containing the protease (PR), reverse 
transcriptase/ribonuclease H (RT/RNaseH), and integrase (INT) domains.  
The env gene codifies for the envelope (env) glycoprotein, which in the maturation process is 
spliced into the outer surface (SU) membrane protein (the main antigen of the viral envelope), 
and the transmembrane (TM) protein. 
 
Human LTR elements are endogenous retroviruses which account for ~8% of the 
human genome. [1]. Retroviruses can transform into LTR retrotransposons by inactivation or 
by disposal of structures responsible for the extracellular mobility. If a retrovirus infects and 
then embeds itself into the genome in germ line cells, it can become an Endogenous 
Retrovirus (ERV). Therefore, exogenous retroviruses arose from the acquisition of 
endogenous retrotransposons cellular envelope gene [3]. 
In general, most (85%) of the LTR retrotransposon-derived parts consist only of an isolated 
LTR, with the internal sequence having been lost by homologous recombination between the 
flanking LTRs [2]. 
2.2 Participation retrotransposons in human pathogenesis 
Over 25 experimentally characterized cellular genes show LTR-mediated evolutionary 
changes in which are embedded LTRs alternative promoters to provide a new tissue-
specificity, play as the major promoters, or promote only minor effects [4]. For example, A 
HERV-K(HML-5) LTR plays as the major promoter of INSL4, an insulin-like growth factor 
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gene expressed in placenta [5]. A HERV-E family LTR plays as an alternative tissue-specific 
promoter of the endothelin B receptor (EDNRB) gene, by which the gene expression 
increased ∼15% in placenta [6]. LTR-derived promoters often increase placenta-specific gene 
expression, despite the fact that in general the effect of the LTR insertions moderately 
manifested in many cases. 
Recent studies have shown that HERV-encoded peptide as a tumor-specific antigen is 
involved in the hematopoietic stem cell transplantation for the therapy of renal cell carcinoma 
(RCC) [7] A pioneering study investigate that HERV-E is activated in RCC and that it 
encodes an overexpressed immunogenic antigen, therefore providing a potential target for 
cellular immunity [7]. The tumor antigen, CT-RCC-1, recognized by RCC-specific CD8+ T 
cells is encoded by novel spliced variants of the HERV-E. 
A study on tumorigenesis of Hodgkin’s lymphoma provided evidence that aberrant 
LTR activation contributes to lineage-inappropriate gene expression in transformed human 
cells and that such gene expression is central for tumor cell survival. They show that B cell–
derived Hodgkin's lymphoma cells depend on the activity of the non-B, myeloid-specific 
proto-oncogene colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor (CSF1R). CSF1R transcription in these 
cells initiates at an aberrantly activated endogenous LTR of the MaLR family (THE1B). They 
conclude that LTR depression is involved in the pathogenesis of human lymphomas [8]. 
Human endogenous retroviruses are remnant forms of infectious retroviruses that 
integrated into the chromosomal DNA of germ-line cells of human ancestors, increased their 
copy numbers and have been inherited by present-day humans. Most HERVs are merely 
traces of original viruses, having first integrated millions of years ago. Within the published 
human genome sequence, there are over 98,000 human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs), 
but all are defective, containing nonsense mutations or major deletions. No replication-
competent HERVs have been identified to date [9]. However, solitary LTRs derived from 
HERVs and MaLRs dominate the provirus forms in the copy numbers, and can serve as 
redundant enhancer-promoter sequences for nearby cellular genes. When the DNA 
methylation-mediated suppression system becomes compromised, HERVs and LTRs MaLR 
LTR in Hodgkin’s lymphoma and RCC-specific novel HERV-E antigen expression 
facilitating the immunotherapy. Future researches in oncology and immunogenetics will 
unveil more details about the endogenous LTR functions in human pathogenesis [10]. 
Recent studies identified a human-specific endogenous retroviral insert (hsERV) that 
acts as an enhancer for human PRODH, hsERV_PRODH. PRODH encodes proline 
dehydrogenase, which is involved in neuromediator synthesis in the CNS.  In this studies they 
detect high PRODH expression in the hippocampus, which was correlated with the under 
methylated state of this enhancer. Because PRODH is associated with several neurological 
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disorders, they hypothesize that the human-specific regulation of PRODH by 
hsERV_PRODH may have played a role in human evolution by upregulating the expression 
of this important CNS-specific gene [16]. As of 2012 documented 96 different human 
diseases which are caused by de novo introduction of mobile genetic elements. Alu-repeats 
often cause chromosomal aberrations are the cause of 50 varieties of diseases [14]. 
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3 Algorithms of searching LTRs  
3.1 Algorithms based on a comparison with the reference 
database 
RepeatMasker is a popular software widely used in bioinformatics to classify, identify and 
map repetitive elements. RepeatMasker searches for repetitive sequence by aligning the input 
genome sequence against a library of known repeats, such as Repbase. Sequence comparisons 
in RepeatMasker are usually performed by the alignment program cross match, which 
requires significant processing time for larger sequences [17]. 
The conventional approach to annotating MGEs in genomic sequences is based on 
homology searching against a well-updated library of known MGEs, e.g. Repbase, using a 
fast searching program, e.g. RepeatMasker. This approach, however, is limited to annotating 
only known MGE families, and thus cannot identify new elements. Furthermore, it sometimes 
even overlooks known elements, because of the repetitive nature of MGE elements, which 
may confuse the statistical methods that are commonly used in genome annotation [1]. 
3.2 Algorithms based on de novo identification 
In this chapter I tried to describe as many as possible existed software for de novo 
identification of LTR retrotransposons. Unfortunately, a lot of them wasn’t included to 
evaluation because of different types of problems with which I have faced via execution. For 
example, MGEScan, described below, working well on sample sequences, but failed on 
running with whole chr6. PILER has dependencies, which is considered obsolete and no 
longer supported. Other tools have lack of manuals and guides. 
3.2.1 LTR_STRUC 
LTR_STRUC is data-mining program that searches and provides analyzes for LTR 
retrotransposons in genome databases by identifying structure characteristic of such elements. 
This tool has substantial advantages over conventional search methods in the case where LTR 
retrotransposon families are having low sequence homology to known queries or families 
with atypical structure. For each LTR retrotransposon found, LTR_STRUC automatically 
generates an analysis of a variety of structural features [18]. 
This data-mining program provides a method for finding and analyzing LTR 
retrotransposons in large genome sequences. The approach for identifying differs from 
conventional search methods, in which locating and identifying of transposons depends on 
sequence similarity to previously identified retroelements. LTR_STRUC identifies full-length 
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LTR retrotransposons independent of sequence homology and, as such, is complementary to 
conventional search methods.  
The LTR_STRUC is written in Visual C++ (Microsoft version 6.0) and runs on PC 
platforms. LTR_STRUC breaks sequences containing strings of separator symbols (such as 
‘n’, ‘N’, or ‘−’) at the point where the separator string occurs, treating the sequences on either 
side of the string as separate contigs. User can specify certain parameters such as:  
 maximum and minimum overall length of the transposon. 
 maximum and minimum lengths for the LTRs. 
 cutoff score.  
LTR STRUC generates report files (in text format) only for hits generating a score in 
excess of the cutoff score. These files contain a detailed analysis of each hit.  
The search algorithm used by LTR_STRUC contains four steps:  
(1) Location of an initial pair of matches, which might lie within an LTR pair. 
(2) Alignment of the regions adjacent to the initial match. 
(3) Identification of the approximate end points of the putative LTRs. 
(4) Determination of exact end points of the putative LTRs. In addition, LTR_STRUC’s 
reporting function provides analytic output of specific interest to researchers studying 
retrotransposons. The entire element must be present in a single contig for 
LTR_STRUC to find it. For the same reason, LTR_STRUC will not locate truncated 
elements or solo LTRs.  
The LTR_STRUC was published in 2003 and at the date has some disadvantages in 
comparison to novel tools for de novo identification of LTR retrotransposons, discussed 
below, such as:  
 Availability for the Windows (XP or older versions) systems only. Due to the 
unavailability of the source code, LTR_STRUC cannot be compiled for other 
platforms. 
 Output results given in set of *.txt files, which makes it difficult for further processing 
and analysis. 
 Relatively long runtime of software. 
3.2.2 RECON 
An approach for the de novo classification and identification of repeat retroelement families, 
based on extensions to the usual approach of single linkage clustering of local pairwise 
alignments between sequences. These extensions use multiple alignment information to 
define the boundaries of individual copies of the repeats and to distinguish homologous but 
distinct repeat element families. This approach was able to properly identify and group known 
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transposable elements, when was tested on the human genome. This program should be useful 
for automatic classification of repeats in newly sequenced genomes [19]. 
RECON takes as input file, which contain pairwise alignments, and allows a user to use 
different tools to do the initial all-versus-all alignment of the genome to itself, rather than 
standard WU-BLAST. 
 RECON algorithm could be summarized as follows steps [26]: 
1) Obtain pairwise local alignments between the sequences. 
2) Define elements from the obtained alignments: 
a) Firstly, elements defined using the single coverage method. 
b) Each element defined is reevaluated after the image end selection rule and the element 
reevaluate and update procedure. 
c) If an element defined is considered composite and is split, elements forming 
alignments with the composite element will be reevaluated. The process continues 
until all definitions of elements stabilize. 
3) Group elements defined into families on the basis of their sequence homology: 
a) Elements and their family relationship are determined and converted to a graph 
according to the family relationship determination procedure and the graph 
construction procedure with edge reevaluation. 
b) Find all connected components. For each connected component, define a family as a 
set of all elements in the component. 
3.2.3 PILER  
New approach to de novo repeat annotation that uses characteristic patterns of local 
alignments induced by certain classes of repeats was developed by Robert C. Edgar1 and 
Eugene W. Myers in 2005. Novel repeats found using PILER are reported for Homo sapiens, 
Arabidopsis thaliana and Drosophila melanogaster genomes [21]. 
PILER-TR is a part of software, that search for families with transposable 
elements(TR). The first stage is a search for candidate TRs, which are identified as images 
within a length range of a TR (default: from 50 to 2000 bases) and separated by a gap typical 
for TR elements (default: from 50 to 15 000 bases). A second pass seeks hits that align 
candidate TR pairs to each other; this is done by a full search of the entire genome. Each such 
hit induces an edge in a graph connecting two candidates. Finally, connected components are 
identified and interpreted as putative families of TR elements. 
PILER searches have high specificity, with sensitivity that varies with the genome. 
Discoveries of novel repeats show that PILER, followed by appropriate analysis enables 
improved annotation and repeat masking both in well studied model organisms and in new 
genomes. PILER searches typically require of the order of a second or less on a eukaryotic 
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chromosome using current desktop computers. It is natural to seek a comparison of PILER 
with other de novo repeat finding methods. PILER search algorithms (DF, PS and TR) are not 
directly comparable with existing methods, including in particular RECON, RepeatFinder and 
RepeatGluer. These methods group repeats into related families, but, in contrast to PILER, do 
not explicitly attempt to identify boundaries induced by discrete evolutionary processes or to 
infer biological mechanisms, such as mobile element insertions or segmental duplications.  
3.2.4 REPEATSCOUT  
The algorithm is more sensitive and is orders of magnitude faster than RECON, tool for de 
novo repeat family identification in genomes. Using RepeatScout, was estimated that ∼2% of 
the human genome consist of previously unannotated repetitive sequence [20].  
RepeatScout is an accurate and efficient repeat family identification algorithm. 
Repetitive sequence can be further classified into low-complexity repeats, tandem repeats, 
multicopy gene/pseudogene families, segmental duplications and transposons. The PILER 
algorithm achieves high specificity in distinguishing different types of repeats, at the sacrifice 
of some sensitivity; the methods of PILER may be useful in further classifying repeat families 
identified by RepeatScout. RepeatScout is orders of magnitude faster than RECON, the tool 
for de novo repeat family identification in sequenced genomes. For example, Bao and Eddy 
(2002), report that RECON required 4 h on a single 1.7 GHz Intel Xeon processor to run on 
3.0 Mb of human sequence and 39 h to run on 9.0 Mb of human sequence. In contrast, 
RepeatScout took 6 min on a single 0.5 GHz DEC Alpha processor to run on 3.0 Mb of 
human sequence and 21 min to run on 9.0 Mb of human sequence and ran on the entire 
human X chromosome in just 8 h. Although RepeatScout’s running time is slightly 
superlinear in the size of the input sequence, efforts to optimize its implementation are nearly 
complete, enabling RepeatScout to analyze entire mammalian genome sequences. 
Experiments on chromosomes of different lengths have shown that the quality of the results 
scales with the amount of input sequence [20]. 
3.2.5 MGESCAN 
A de novo computational method that can identify new LTR retrotransposons without relying 
on a library of known elements. Specifically, this method identifies intact LTR 
retrotransposons by using an approximate string matching technique and protein domain 
analysis. In addition, it identifies partially deleted or solo LTRs using profile Hidden Markov 
Models (pHMMs). As a result, this method can identify all types of LTR retrotransposons. To 
assess the sensitivity and accuracy of the method, results were compared with a previously 
published method, LTR_STRUC, which predominantly identifies full-length LTR 
retrotransposons. In summary, both methods identified comparable number of intact LTR 
retroelements. But MGEScan identified more known LTR retroelements than LTR_STRUCT 
in the D. melanogastergenome and can identify nearly all known elements in C. elegans, 
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while LTR_STRUCT missed about 30% of them. In contrast, the conventional method failed 
to identify those elements [1]. 
 
3.2.6 LTRHARVEST 
LTRharvest is designed for fast detection of LTR retrotransposons in larger genomes. The 
computationally expensive step of building the enhanced suffix array is carried out before the 
search of LTR pairs and reporting of LTR retrotransposon candidates. For example, building 
the enhanced suffix array for each of the 24 human chromosomes (total size of ~3000 Mb) 
takes approximately one hour. However, searching for LTR retrotransposon candidates takes 
only minutes. So, the user can easily and within reasonable time run several predictions for 
different parameter sets. Flexible parameters are of great advantage in case the user has 
previous knowledge about the common features of LTR retrotransposons in the investigated 
species. In LTRharvest parameters can be adjusted to meet the species specific attributes of 
LTR retrotransposons [28]. 
As the de novo predictions delivered by LTRharvest strongly depend on the detection 
of the 5' and 3' LTRs, the specificity and the sensitivity of the result were determined by 
comparison to individual LTR retrotransposons and not by comparison to consensus 
sequences of LTR retrotransposon families. LTRharvest cannot predict partial elements that 
lack parts of the LTRs or solo LTRs.Software tool LTRharvest was developed for the de 
novo detection of full length, intact LTR retrotransposons in large sequence sets. LTRharvest 
efficiently delivers high quality annotations based on known LTR transposon features like 
length, distance, and sequence motifs. 
Main advantages of LTRharvest over previous tools is: 
 ability to efficiently handle large datasets from finished or unfinished genome 
projects. 
 flexibility in incorporating known sequence features into the prediction. 
 availability as an open source software. 
LTRharvest is an efficient software tool delivering high quality annotation of LTR 
retrotransposons. It can, for example, process human chromosome in approx. 8 minutes on a 
Linux PC with 4 GB of memory. Its flexibility and small space and run-time requirements 
makes LTRharvest a very competitive candidate for future LTR retrotransposon annotation 
projects. Moreover, the structured design and implementation and the availability as open 
source provides an excellent base for incorporating novel concepts to further improve 
prediction of LTR retrotransposons [28]. 
This program has a different composition of algorithms and features: 
 It allows for fast computation of large data sets, e.g. vertebrate genomes that are in the 
order of 2 – 3 gigabases sequences length. 
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 Flexible parameter settings allow the user to incorporate biological features like LTR 
length and distance, TSD length and motifs. 
 LTRharvest accepts sequences in multiple FASTA format and is therefore able to 
work on whole genome shotgun (WGS) sequencing data, which usually come as 
multiple unordered contigs. 
 LTRharvest is open source software that can easily be modified and extended to 
satisfy further needs 
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4 Implementation 
4.1 Python in bioinformatics 
One of the first languages among biologists that gain popularity was Perl. Perl based the 
foundation in bioinformatics because of its strong text processing facilities, which were 
ideally suited for analyzing sequence data. Perl has a history of successful use in 
bioinformatics and is still a very useful tool for biological research [25]. 
In comparison to Perl, Python is new to bioinformatics, but he captures the headline. 
There are a few reasons for the popularity of Python: 
 Ability to development applications quickly 
 Scalability from very small to very large programs 
 Powerful standard libraries 
 Readability of Python code 
The Python language was designed to be as simple and accessible as possible. Python's 
clean, consistent syntax leaves it free from the nuances and subtleties that can make other 
languages difficult to learn and programs written in those languages difficult to perceive [25]. 
Python's dynamic nature adds to its accessibility. Python as a scripting language can 
be used interactively, allowing you to familiarize yourself with the language in an interactive 
session where each command produces immediate results. Python also has excellent support 
for the object-oriented style of programming(OOP). As the data and analytical techniques 
used in bioinformatics have become more complex, the value of object-oriented language 
features has risen [25]. 
In addition, Python integrates well with systems written in other languages, such as C, 
C++, Java and Fortran. Python has different interpreters for languages listed above such as 
Cython or Jython. One of the main benefits of C is speed. When a programmer needs an 
algorithm to run as fast as possible, they can code it in C or C++ and make it available to 
Python as an extension module. So while Perl is more well established in the bioinformatics 
community, many biologists and bioinformaticians are also turning to Python as it gains in 
popularity [25]. 
This project was developed with the large open-source Python library, commonly used 
by bioinformaticians, “Biopython”, which provides convenient access to wide spectrum of 
tools commonly used in structural bioinformatics, population genetics and other areas.  
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4.2 De novo algorithm of LTRs search 
Represented approach was developed without using of reference databases with already 
annotated LTR retroelements, which allows to search for new and previously unknown, sites 
of LTR. The program contains two algorithms. The first one, Findltr, to search for intact LTR 
retrotransposons and create output in GFF format with annotation of founded features. Findltr 
is divided to three stages. The second part, Ltrfamilies, provides family prediction approach 
based on annotation of protein domains and subsequent classification to certain LTRs 
retrotransposon families (e.g. Bel/Pao, Retroviridae, Ty1/Copia, Ty3/Gypsy). Findltr is an 
open source project, which published on GitHub under GPLv3 license. 
4.2.1 The first stage 
Searching for identical segments of the length of 40 bp is limited by minimum (1000bp - 
minimal length of entire of LTR) and maximum (10 kbp maximum length of entire of LTR) 
distances between them. 
For this step was implemented several algorithms for searching the repeated patterns: 
KnuthMorrisPratt, Binary Search with LCP and Suffix array, searching with regular 
expressions and searching by built-in functions in Python. It was found that the fastest search 
function is embedded in Python, because it is C-implementation, on another hand other 
functions have written in Python. 
The following figure shows the difference in execution time of different algorithms. 
Original algorithm is implemented by built-in Python functions for pattern search. (FIG 4.2). 
 
Figure 4.2-1 Comparison of the time of the algorithms work 
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Knuth–Morris–Pratt is efficient algorithm for searching for a substring in a string. The 
running time is linearly dependent on the amount of input data, so is impossible to develop 
asymptotically more efficient algorithm. The algorithm was developed by D. Knuth and B. 
Pratt and independently of them, D. Morris. The results of their work they published together 
in 1977. 
The following is a sample pseudocode implementation of the KMP search algorithm: 
algorithm kmp_search: 
    input: 
        an array of characters, S (the text to be searched) 
        an array of characters, W (the word sought) 
    output: 
        an integer (the zero-based position in S at which W is found) 
 
    define variables: 
        an integer, m ← 0 (the beginning of the current match in S) 
        an integer, i ← 0 (the position of the current character in W) 
        an array of integers, T (the table, computed elsewhere) 
    while m + i < length(S) do 
        if W[i] = S[m + i] then 
            if i = length(W) - 1 then 
                return m 
            let i ← i + 1 
        else 
            if T[i] > -1 then 
                let m ← m + i - T[i], i ← T[i] 
            else 
                let i ← 0, m ← m + 1 
    return the length of S 
Binary search with Long Common Prefix and Suffix Array  
The suffix array is a space-efficient data structure used, among others, in full text indices, data 
compression algorithms and within the field of bioinformatics. The suffix array allows 
efficient searching of a text for any given pattern, basically it is a sorted array Pos of all the 
suffixes of a text. A suffix array for a text of length n can work in O(n log n) time, and 
searching the text for a pattern of length m can be done in O(m log n) time by a binary search. 
When a suffix array is combined with information about the longest common prefixes of 
elements in the suffix array, string searches can be speeded up to O(m+log n) time. [22]. 
The following is a sample implementation of the Binary search algorithm with LCP 
and Suffix array: 
def search(P): 
     l = 0; r = n 
     while l < r: 
         mid = (l+r) / 2 
         if P > suffixAt(A[mid]): 
             l = mid + 1 
         else: 
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             r = mid 
     s = l; r = n 
     while l < r: 
         mid = (l+r) / 2 
         if P < suffixAt(A[mid]): 
             r = mid 
         else: 
             l = mid + 1 
     return (s, r) 
Search algorithm by Pythons built-in functions: 
The simplest function using the built-in functions of Python language to search for index of a 
substring in the string: 
def original_search(text, pattern)    
   if pattern in text: 
      return text.index(pattern) 
4.2.2 The second stage  
The main aim of this step is the formation of repetitive sequences in the groups associated 
with the individual LTR elements. These groups are based on the fact that the structure of 
formed sections must meet the structure of biological LTR retrotransposons. Further, these 
groups are written in form of 4 indexes are responsible for: leading the beginning of LTR, the 
leading end of the LTR, the beginning of the trailing LTR, end of trailing LTR. The algorithm 
takes into account the gene amplification and minimal/maximal length of LTR parts. 
This is a part of grouping.py function, which shows the base of algorithm, which has 
been described above. 
for lcp_part in young_lcp_parts[1:]: 
    if lcp_part[0] + min_pattern_len + min_distance > groups_of_ltrs[-1][1][0]: 
        if lcp_part[0] > groups_of_ltrs[-1][1][1]: 
            if duplicates\ 
                    or (groups_of_ltrs[-1][0][1] - groups_of_ltrs[-1][0][0]) < min_ltr_len \ 
                    or (groups_of_ltrs[-1][1][1] - groups_of_ltrs[-1][1][0]) < min_ltr_len: 
                groups_of_ltrs[-1] = [[lcp_part[0], lcp_part[0] + min_pattern_len], 
                                      [lcp_part[1], lcp_part[1] + min_pattern_len]] 
                duplicates = False 
            else: 
                groups_of_ltrs.append([[lcp_part[0], lcp_part[0] + min_pattern_len], 
                                       [lcp_part[1], lcp_part[1] + min_pattern_len]]) 
        else: 
            duplicates = True 
    elif (lcp_part[0] - groups_of_ltrs[-1][0][0] < max_ltr_len) or \ 
            (lcp_part[1] - groups_of_ltrs[-1][1][0] < max_ltr_len): 
        groups_of_ltrs[-1][0][1] = lcp_part[0] + min_pattern_len 
        groups_of_ltrs[-1][1][1] = lcp_part[1] + min_pattern_len 
    else: 
        duplicates = True 
if duplicates or (groups_of_ltrs[-1][0][1] - groups_of_ltrs[-1][0][0]) < min_ltr_len \ 
        or min_ltr_len > (groups_of_ltrs[-1][1][1] - groups_of_ltrs[-1][1][0]): 
    del groups_of_ltrs[-1] 
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The main cycle iterates through found repetitive fragments (young_lcp_parts) and 
adds them to current LTR element (groups_of_ltrs[-1]) until it’s satisfies with the 
structure of real LTR retroelements. Further is going the forming of the next elements, while 
all of allocated fragments (lcp_part) will not be completed.   
4.2.3 The third stage  
The last step of searching algorithm is the calculation of identity between LTRs for each set 
of indices obtained in the second stage using BLAST algorithm (NCBI blastn command-line 
function from Biopython toolbox) and creation of output in GFF format with special 
configuration so it can be used for further processing and analysis. GFF file contains the 
repeat region, retrotransposon feature with percentage identity between these LTRs and 
features of long terminal repeats of retrotransposon. 
Example of generated GFF file with annotation for one putative LTR retrotransposon 
for chr6 form the Dec. 2013 assembly of the human genome (hg38, GRCh38): 
##gff-version 3 
##sequence-region seq0 1 170805979 
chr6 ltrfind repeat_region 21361486 21367245 . - .
 ID=repeat_region45 
chr6 ltrfind target_site_duplication 21361486 21361489 . - .
 Parent=repeat_region45 
chr6 ltrfind LTR_retrotransposon 21361490 21367241 . - .
 ID=LTR_retrotransposon45;Parent=repeat_region45;ltr_similarity=96.34;seq_number=0 
chr6 ltrfind long_terminal_repeat 21361490 21361926 . - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45 
chr6 ltrfind long_terminal_repeat 21366815 21367241 . - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45 
chr6 ltrfind target_site_duplication 21367242 21367245 . - .
 Parent=repeat_region45 
4.3 Division of LTR retrotransposons into families 
This part of the software allows to add annotation of families to GFF3 file with matched 
protein domains. Step with matching of HMM profiles could be done with other existing 
software, for example LTRdigest from “Genome tools”. First of all, GFF output from Findltr 
must be modified to use it with LTRdigest, which uses non-standard GFF annotated input. 
This stage could be done with simple regular expression and sed (stream editor) utility, which 
allows to easily make substitutions in file[27]: 
sed 's/\.\t.\t./.\t?\t./' chr6_example.gff3 > chr6_example_modified.gff3 
Also, to run LTRdigest, few additional steps, described in more detail in README, 
are needed. LTRdigest with HMMER detect protein domains by given set of HMM profiles. 
Updated GFF appends protein matches to previously annotated features: 
##gff-version 3 
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##sequence-region seq0 1 170805979 
chr6 ltrfind repeat_region 21361486 21367245 . - .
 ID=repeat_region45 
chr6 ltrfind target_site_duplication 21361486 21361489 . - .
 Parent=repeat_region45 
chr6 ltrfind LTR_retrotransposon 21361490 21367241 . - .
 ID=LTR_retrotransposon45;Parent=repeat_region45;ltr_similarity=96.34;seq_number=0 
chr6 ltrfind long_terminal_repeat 21361490 21361926 . - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45 
chr6 LTRdigest protein_match 21362578 21362677 4.9e-06 - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45;reading_frame=1;name=INT_gmr1 
chr6 LTRdigest protein_match 21362584 21362677 2.2e-06 - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45;reading_frame=1;name=INT_gammaretroviridae 
chr6 LTRdigest protein_match 21362730 21362943 2e-15 - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45;reading_frame=2;name=INT_gammaretroviridae 
chr6 LTRdigest protein_match 21362781 21362943 6e-11 - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45;reading_frame=2;name=INT_epsilonretroviridae 
chr6 LTRdigest protein_match 21363840 21364116 6.6e-30 - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45;reading_frame=2;name=RT_gammaretroviridae 
chr6 LTRdigest protein_match 21363963 21364116 2.8e-17 - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45;reading_frame=2;name=RT_epsilonretroviridae 
chr6 LTRdigest protein_match 21364475 21364670 3.4e-10 - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45;reading_frame=0;name=AP_gammaretroviridae 
chr6 LTRdigest protein_match 21364883 21365027 5.7e-08 - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45;reading_frame=0;name=GAG_deltaretroviridae 
chr6 ltrfind long_terminal_repeat 21366815 21367241 . - .
 Parent=LTR_retrotransposon45 
chr6 ltrfind target_site_duplication 21367242 21367245 . - .
 Parent=repeat_region45 
### 
In the final step mapping of elements to specific family based on protein features 
located in retrotransposon site occur. Ltrfamilies takes as input GFF and YAML files with 
proteins assigned to families. As output returns GFF with added family information to 
retrotransposon feature. 
4.4 Results 
Verification of the algorithm was carried out on the Dec. 2013 assembly of the human 
genome (hg38, GRCh38). Output of the program was compared with results of running 
LTR_STRUC and LTRharvest on the same sequences. Figure below represents a distribution 
of LTRs elements in human assembly for findltr, LTRharvest and LTR_STRUC(FIG 4.4-1): 
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Figure 4.4-1 Count of elements in results of running findltr, LTRharvest, LTR_STRUC on human Dec. 2013 
(GRCh38/hg38) assembly. 
LTRharvest collects a relatively larger number of elements than other tools, when 
findltr output in average is twice as many as LTR_STRUC. Also there is visible correlation 
between number of chromosome and count of putative elements, which were found. It 
represents that the frequency of occurrence of elements in a chromosome more or less 
depends on size of the chromosome as shown in Table 4.4-1. 
Table 4.4-1 Counts of identified retroelements by different tools. 
Chromosomes LTRharvest LTR_STRUC findltr Size (MB) 
chr1 3329 284 533 71 
chr2 2811 250 523 75 
chr3 2277 208 490 62 
chr4 2041 171 437 59 
chr5 2064 222 437 56 
chr6 2097 185 433 53 
chr7 2253 204 361 49 
chr8 1640 152 333 45 
chr9 1672 144 279 38 
chr10 1780 166 303 41 
chr11 1801 150 324 41 
chr12 1878 188 304 41 
chr13 964 81 197 30 
chr14 1244 87 224 28 
chr15 1170 79 148 26 
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chr16 1378 162 184 25 
chr17 1765 166 165 25 
chr18 818 49 143 24 
chr19 1554 247 148 17 
chr20 913 80 124 19 
chr21 485 42 112 12 
chr22 784 72 94 12 
chrX 2241 171 491 47 
chrY 384 49 86 8 
  
 More detailed analysis was performed on chr6 of human genome. All utilities were 
executed with default parameters, because of the fact that several options can’t be set 
identically in all tested applications. Great majority of elements identified by LTRharvest are 
lying in range from 1 to 16 kbp and more of them are small, when retrotransposons predicted 
with findltr and LTR_STRUC distributed more evenly and have length up to 22 kbp. 
Histogram below represents the number of found elements within certain ranges of length 
(FIG 4.4-2): 
 
Figure 4.4-2 Histogram of predicted elements in chr6 of human assembly 
The vast majority of found items have a length from 2 to 7 kbp, which is 
approximately corresponds to the structure of LTR elements. Longer sites represent modified 
elements such as embedded LTRs, whose length can be much longer than in younger items. 
Family annotation results of ltrfamilies for LTRharvest and findltr are presented in 
Table 4.4-2. LTRharvest identified much more elements than findltr, but ratio of those which 
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can be classified to certain family more than two times lower, 7.6% for LTRharvest vs. 22.6% 
for findltr.  
Table 4.4-2 Comparison of Ltrfamilies results for LTRharvest and findltr 
  LTRharvest findltr 
Ty3/Gypsy 
97 55 
Ty1/Copia 
4 2 
Retroviridae 
159 86 
Total elements with predicted 
family 
159 86 
Total elements 
2097 380 
Ratio of annotated elements 
7,6% 22,6% 
 
The following figure (FIG 4.4-3) display results of execution of findltr and 
LTRharvest in UCSC genome browser. Due to unavailability of LTR_STRUC to provide 
information about location of putative elements, its results were evaluated only generally. 
Majority of elements, predicted by findltr tool, also is in LTRharvest output, with the 
exception of longer items which were are some figures of comparing sites of chromosome and 
the output of algorithm, which was described above, in UCSC genome browser: 
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Figure 4.4-3 UCSC genome browser comparison 
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Conclusion  
Nowadays, de novo identification of LTR retrotransposons occupies a marginal niche in 
bioinformatics field. However, applications continue improving in set of direction. The most 
valuable of them is ability to search for new retroelements, which were not annotated yet, and 
amount of resources required to perform processing.   
In the first part, I focused on describing the genetic background. This is important for 
understanding the diseases, which can cause by human endogenous retroviruses. A good 
knowledge of their structure and origin are essential for the design of efficient de novo 
searching algorithm. Next part focused on core of the project, I implemented de novo method 
to search for young LTR retroelements. As the basis of the algorithm searching for repetitive 
patterns and their subsequent association in segments corresponding to the structure of the 
required elements was taken. The vast majority of detected LTR retrotransposons have 
identities more than 80%. This shows the flexibility of the algorithm to search for the young 
LTRs. In comparison with utilities, such as LTR_STRUC and LTRharvest, shows that 
developed approach detects more elements than LTR_STRUC and a high ratio of elements 
for which it was possible to determine the family than LTRharvest. However, this approach is 
aimed only to search young LTRs that is a small number of elements relative to already found 
(references database). There is still place for improvement, such as increasing speed of the 
patterns search or increase the number of found retroelements by adjustment of parameters to 
optimal. The last part of the project consists in development of workflow to annotate putative 
LTR retrotransposons from findltr output to certain retrotransposon families, such as 
Ty1/Copia, Ty3/Gypsy or Retroviridae. The statistical evaluation of the results achieved by 
comparing with results from other approaches for retroelements identification (LTR_STRUC, 
LTRharvest) and reference database RepeatMasker. Ltrfind is an open source project, 
published on GitHub under GPLv3 license. 
In conclusion, I would like to say that important benefit of such not widely popular 
software is an open source, which gives ability to easily and productively communicate 
between authors and auditory. A lot of tools listed in a chapter, which describes existing 
approaches for de novo identification of LTR retrotransposons, have lack of information for 
users, such as manuals or guides, and were not included in comparison because of ambiguous 
errors produced by them.   
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List of abbreviations 
DNA 
ERVs 
GFF  
HERVs 
IN 
LARDs 
LCP  
LINE 
LTR  
MaLRs  
MGE 
ORF 
PBS 
PPT 
PR 
RCC  
RNA 
RT 
SINE 
TEs  
TRIMs 
Deoxyribonucleic acid  
Endogenous retroviruses  
Gene-finding format, generic feature format  
Human endogenous retroviruses  
Integrase  
Large retrotransposons derivates  
Long common prefix  
Long interspersed elements  
Long terminal repeats 
Mammalian apparent LTR retrotransposons  
Mobile genetic elements 
Open reading frame 
Primer-binding site 
Polypurine tract 
Protease  
Renal cell carcinoma 
Ribonucleic acid 
Reverse transcriptase  
Short interspersed elements 
Transposable elements 
Terminal-repeat retrotransposons in miniature
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List of attachments 
AttachmentA -  source code of whole project 
 setup.py – installation file 
 findltr – folder with project source code 
 bin  – folder with findltr and ltrfamilies scripts 
 example – folder with example of program execution 
 family_annotation.yaml – YAML file used with ltrfamilies 
 README.rst – program instructions 
AttachmentB – GFF output of program for human chr6 (Dec. 2013 GRCh38/hg38) 
 
